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Objectives

•To understand how children respond to and 
interpret screen violence

•Not effects based

•To look at the age where in-home regulation 
appears most difficult

•To understand differences between in-home 
and cinema viewing



Methodology

•Based in cultural studies thinking

•10 group discussions

•Children aged 9-13 years

•Gender, regionality, urban/rural



Key findings

•View of the world is child-centred
•Key elements affect response:

– Involvement of a child
– Realism
– Place
– Isolation: physical and emotional
– Trust: authority, parental type 

relationships



Key findings

•Importance of moral consequences, not 
just physical

•‘Library’ of violent images

•Distinguish between fact and fiction



Key findings

•Concept of ‘scary’:
– Entertaining
– Realistic/happening to me

•Variables:
– Age
– Gender
– Maturity
– Experience



What makes it violent?

•Visual representations
BUT
•Consequences more significant

– Physical
– Shouting
– Fairness/justification

– September 11



What makes it violent?

•Production techniques
– Use of cues
– Music
– Aural cues (silence)
– Dark/light
– Slow motion/relentless
– Camera angles/closeness



What makes it violent?

•Environment and context
– Isolation
– Place of safety
– Realism
– Viewing environment



Relevance of genre

•Only shown age suitable clips
•Viewing went beyond this: 

film/television programming
•Fiction vs. fact
•Realism

– Involvement of child
– Recognition of/identification with 

plot/place 



Relevance of genre: Fiction

•Drama and soap operas:
– Fictional representations of the real 

world
– Familiarity, esp. with soap operas 

(rare use of children, Watershed)
– Less involvement/belief, unless 

directly relevant
– Importance of elements of justice and 

consequences



‘I didn’t feel much at first because I didn’t 
actually see things. But deep inside you can 
actually feel it.’

(Boys, 12-13, Thames Ditton)



Relevance of genre: Fiction

•Children’s programming:
– Understand conventions
– Scheduling
– Slapstick

‘It wouldn’t be very violent anyway because 
it’s for kids.’
(Girls, aged 10-11, Thames Ditton)



Relevance of genre: Fiction

•Film:
– Fiction
– Cartoon vs. fantasy
– Animation vs. people
– Established and predictable



‘You could tell the man was going to die 
because Spider-Man wouldn't have taken 
off his mask if he wasn’t intent on killing 
him.’

(Girls, 10-11, Thames Ditton)

‘Managed to get up after being hit in the heart 
and stomach and his side.’

(Boys, 10-11, Wolverhampton)



Relevance of genre: Fact

•News:
– Must be important
– Impactful
– Affecting own lives
– Importance of relevance and 

identification
– Justice and consequences
– ?Closure



‘Unless you are going through it, it wouldn’t 
upset you.’

(Girls, 11-12, Edgware)

‘It’s more violent because it’s real people, but 
less violent because it’s football.’

(Girls, 10-11, Thames Ditton)



Adults and children

•Realism/Recognisable

•Portrayal of violence

•Life experiences
– Not just seen consequences
– Identification
– Key concepts of being a child

• Trust
• security


